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Abst.Jct

Ad'~ertj-sers want to avoid offending potcntial customers ye~
lack a tool to help identify possibly controversial elen,ents
during the course of advertisir.g development. This paper
describes initial work on such a tool and discusses concep-

Itual issues that remain to be addressed. The implicationS
:of these isslles arc broad and relate to any attempt to des-
IC1-ibe the way women --or men --are portrayed in adver-
f ~ ising.

! Introduction
I
I
IAdvertisers and their agencies are vitally interested in
'the controversy surrounding the way women are portrayed in
'advertising. They have no reason to offend potential cus~
I~omers and every reason to avoid doing so inadverrently.The
lmann~r in which advertising portrays women has been a source
iof a<:ti-..e and continuing interest to researchers fo~ more
ithan a decade. Yet when advertisers and their ager,cies
,review this research for practical guidance, they find it
:does little more than document the existence of problems.As
:RoberJ and Koggan (19i9) noted. advertisers have attemptcd
ito discard stereotypes and create more appealing role in-
Icumbents "in the face of extremely sparse infor1!lation" (p.
66). n\ey called for research that would provide guidance

ifor advertisers who face the daily task of choosing among a
'multitude uf specific options in the execution of marketing
!strategies. Their own contribution to providing help to
!advertisers took the form of stating hypotheses about the
iway women should be portrayed. They addressed three major
iaspec~s of advertising scenarios --the "most viable role
'ior the chief r~male actor, her relatiorship to and inter-
action with significant others, and the relationship b~t-

:ween role portrayal and select.ad product categories"(p. 66).
I
I
lOur own experience of marketing and advertising tasks leads
'us to a different view of the kind of conceptual product

:and, eventually, empirical work that would be helpful. Mar-
keters' primary concern is to respond to some range of

,their prospects' wants, wherever the prospects are located
,on the spectrum of political, ideological or value orienta-
tion. For the vast majority oj products ~t is likely that

'factors other than attitudes toward women's roles determine
the particular version of the product that a person finds

'most desirable. Accordingly, a market segment i.e., one de-
'fined in terms of orientations to product use, likely cuts
across numerous population segments (Fennell 1982), inc1ud-

,ing those defined on the basis of value orientation. Secon-
'darily. in the context of market development, marketers may
select special intereEt media .-ehicles whose audiences dis-
proportionately represent sele-cted population segments e.g.,

'brtdes. seniors, conservative/modern attitudes toward wom-
en's roles. In these cases, marketers may consider pre-
senting their brand in a context that is congenial to the
audience's (presumed) value orientation. Accordingly, a
useful conceptual tool would be one that tells the marketer

iwhich aspects of a scenario may implicate positions on a
'spectrum of attitudes toward women's roles and what the
"traditional'. and "nontraditional " versions of each parti-

,cular aspec~ would be. Used in ~he course of advertising
development a tool of this sort would alert marketers to the
presence of potentially contro'Jersial elements and afford
them the opportunity of choosing a traditional, nontradi-
tional, or ambiguous execution, as the assignment demands.
It would also be a usefuJ guide for topic selection in re-
~earch designed to assess the likely reactions of persons

,at various points on a spectrum of attitude to women's I
roles. I

j

The present pal-'er has a twofold object:lve: (1) To report
,the outcoiUe of first steps in the development of ". g,uide
for practit.ioners relative to female role portraya] s in ..d-
..Jertisi"s and (2) To discuss sorue of the conceptu31 ;ssues i
that remain to be addressed and the ilr.plications of these i
issues for any attempt to describe the way wou1en or men ar~!
portrayed in advertising.

Toward a Comprehensive Set of Dimensions

Our point of departure was a review of st\!dies that itwesti'-
gated th~ presence of role stereotypes in advertising, "md
the relationsnips between role stereotypes and feelings a- i
bout advertising, advertisers, al"ld purchase intent. We ex-'
amined these studies for content and for form with the dual
objective of (1) assembling a ,'omprehensive listing of as-
pects of role portrayals that previous authors h~d addres- ;
sed and (2) developing a useful structure within wrlich tn
present the dimensions. F,egarding comprehensiveness, ~e I'O~
ted variation among authors in the 33pects of advertising
scenarios that theyaddressed. For example, ?8 a group,
content analyses conducted dl'ring the seventieH (e.g., Bel-,
kaoui and Belkaoui 1976, Courtney and Lo(.ke!.I~tz 1971, Cour-'
tney and Whipple.1974, Culley and Be~net 1976, Dominick and~
Rauch 1973, McArthur and Resko 1975, Schneider and Schneider
1979, Sexton and Haberman 1:174, Wagner and Ban')s 1973, \.]ein-
berger, Petroshius and Westin 1979) focused on a dozen ()r
more aspects of advertising scenario~ including: (1) a wo-
man's place is in the home, (2) women do not make important
decisions or do importallt things, (3) wotl;en are ciepende;.lt
on men and need their protection, (4) men regard wumcn prl.-
marily as sex objects, (-'» women are r:irely sho~ interac-
ting with other women, (6) women are frequently shown in der-
corative roles i.e., with no legitire,"te relation ;;0 the ad-.
vertised product, (7) womer, shovm working outsid", the home
are shown in "low level" occupations i .e. , secretary, st,~w-:
ardess, eook-domestic, (8) men are mainly used as spokes-
persons (on camera and voiceover~), (9) women are not sho~~
in dual roles i.e., working inside and outside the hcme,(10)
women are depicted as passive social companions of men, (11)
women are J.ess knowledgeable ttan rilen, (12) gender differ- :

ences exist in the nature of promised rewards for product
use. None of the studies address~d all of these dimensiQn~.

To this initial listing of dimensions we added furthF!J: .ji-
ensions derived fr')nl experimental ."tudies (e.g. , Buchanan
and Reid 1977, Jennings, Geis anu Brown 1980, Whipple and
Cnurtney 1980, Wortzel and Frisbie 1974). In addition to
dimensions explicitly mentioned by the authors, vUI examinar-
tion of the al~thors' descriptjcns of their stimulus mat2ri-:
als yielded additional dimensions differerltidting "t-=adi- '

1tional" and "nontraditional" versicns of an advertisement.

\Ye included these in our listiug. :Ioting chat authors ::.n !

ma~.k~ting and consumer behaviur have not often citeQ Goff- ;

man (1976), we studied his analysis of the manner in which !

the media portray women. We added a number af dimen5ions I

based on his :,eactions to the Nay women are portrayed, rel-1
ative to men, in advertising. I

With regard to form. the aspects of advertising scenarios I

which others had addressed include those that are fairly I

objertive (e.g., activity of the ad's main actor} as ~ell i

~s those that are essentially subjective (e.g., inferred

Iattributes of the rerson being portrayed such as "dependen-

~~") .Continuing to intermihgle ob.jectiv~ ar.d subjectiv" I

dimensions in the same listing proved to be unsatisfactory I
Fnd .!e decided to compile separate listings of objEct:l.ve an~

~ubjective dimensions. Maintaining a distinction between thr

r~~ective and subjective levels of I1nalysis facil=t~tE'S- I



faithfully recording what is actually shown in an adve1:'ti-
sement (objective dimension) without losing the possible

:meanings of what is shoWn (subjective dimension). For exam-
iple, previous authors may have used "occupation" when the
!available evidence was an activity typical or representa-
tivc of an occupation e.g., a woman shown washing dishes is
called a "homemaker"; a woman shown typing is called a sec-
retary. Furthermore, to report in such cases that a woman
is being shown as holding a low status or unimportant occu-
pation or as dependent on a man is essentially based on in-
ference. Legitimate as inference, we believe such charac-
terizations are appropriately reported as subjective dimen-

'sions. Similarly, difficulties previous authors appear to
have experienced with concepts such as "decisiveness" and
;"sex object" may be avoided by distinguishing what is direc-
itly observable in an advertisement (pictures and words)
ifrom what may be inferred.

I
i Extending a practice found in some previous conte~ analys-
es, we grouped advertisements by sex and number of actors,
iusing the following three categories: (1) a woman alone or
'in the presence of objects/animals (ONE FEMALE), (2) a wo-
iman in the presence of at least one other woman (FEMALE
'WITH FEMALE), (3) a woman in the presence of at least one
iman (FEMALE WITH MALE) .Two points need to be clarified re-
Igarding ONE FEMALE advertisements. First, in some ads, a
[lone woman appears to interact with the reader/viewer or
Iwith another character who, in the imagination of the rea-
ider/viewer, may be part of the scenario. In the interest
iof rigorous objectivity, we analyzed such ads under the ONE
lFEMALR heading. Second, traditional role portrayals often
ishow women in ways that would be regarded as unusual or un-
Ithinkable for men. Gender differences in role portrayals
lare of two kinds namely~ (1) those in which there are "fe-
lmale" and "male" versions of an activity and (2) those in
Iwhich there are "female" activities that have no male coun-
Iterpart. Under the first heading, women are shown engaging
iin an activity which may also be performed by men. Gender
idifferences lie in an aspect of the activity such as status
~ithin an occupation or status of the occupation. Here, the
]"nontraditional" version of the dimension shows women assum-
ling what has traditionally been regarded as the "male" as-
'I'pect of the activity. Under "female" activity, a woman is

shown engaging in an activity for which there is no male

!counterpart e.g., putting her finger to her mouth. Tradi-

tional portrayals have shown a woman engaging in various

ikinds of redundant, unnecessary activities which are simply

In°t present in nontraditional portrayals. The analytic ca-
tegories used to present objective dimensions of female role
Iportrayals are: A. ONE FEMALE: i. "Female" and "Male" Ver-
Isions of an Activity, ii. "Female" Activity; B. FEMALE WITH
!FEMALE; C. FEMALE WITH MALE.

I
IFollowing a comprehensive analysis of ONE FEMALE advertise-
Fents, we examined the other two categories and added dimen-
~ions appropriate to the interaction of a woman and another
person or persons. In each case, in addition to its label
~e stated the traditional and nontraditional form of the di-
pension. We then had a set of dimensions based on earlier
Mork and the analytic framework that we had developed.During
Ithe spring of 1982, we refined and added to the dimensions
~y examinir,g advertisements in major men's and women's mag-
~zines, in the New York Times, and on television (Weber
11983). Objective dimensions are shown in Exhibits I-A
~hrOUgh I-C. Subjective dimensions are shown in sun~ry

orm in Exhibit II and ob.1ective dime:1sions that may evoke
ach of the subjective dimensions are shown in Exhibits 11-

~ through II-H (see Appendix).

I
I Discussion

~n the present study we are taking preliminary steps toward
~ddressing three fornk~l aspects of female role portrayals
namely, (1) comprehensiveness of the dimensions used, (2)
~Pecification of th~traditional and nontraditional forms of

ach dimension and (3) separation of the observational and i

~~:~~-~~:s-~~~~~..:-~t must b~ e~~~~s~zedt~a-tl

we present our proposed dimensions of female role portrayal'
as hypotheses to be explored in future research. As regards
marketing practice, during the course of campaign develop-
ment, marketers may review advertisements for thE presence
or absence of these dimensions and, through research, study
the reactions of target group representatives and of groups
defined in terms of their attitudes toward women's ~oles.
The dimensions provide a useful source of ideas for devel- i
oping adve~tisements that are likely to be broadly acceptab~
le or tailo~ed to a specific attitudinal position.

With regard to basic research, interesting follow-up work
includes projects that address the extent to which persons
who differ in their attitudes toward feminism may agree on:
(1) the dimensions of advertising that are relevant to ap-
propriate portrayals of women; (2) the appropriate tradition-
al and nontraditional versions of a dimension; and (3) given
the presence of more than one, the relative importance of
individual dimensions in designating a portrayal as tradi-
tional or nontraditional. With regard to the last mention-
ed. for example. the presence of "purposefulness" or "compe-
tence" or "independence" may not be sufficient to de3ignate
as nontraditional a portrayal featuring a teacher or a nur-
se. More generally. studies that take account of subjects'
value orientations (e.g.. Sciglimpaglia, Belch and Cain
1979, Whipple and Courtney 1980) suggest that pro and anti-
feminists may differ in their reactions to female role por-
trayals. Important implications for experimental investiga-
tions of female role portrayals ensue. In the abs~nce of
pretesting on the experimental subjects. experimenters may
have no assurance that their subjects regard the mate1-ialR
as "traditional" or "nontraditional" portrayals.

A particularly challenging topic for future research not ex+
plored in this prQject relates to various stages of undre~s
and sexual innuendo. Such "suggestivene,3s" (Sciglimpaglia,
Belch and Cain 1979, p. 62) may affect a person's labeling
of female role portrayals as traditional or no~traditional.
In order to investigate nudity and suggestiveness in adver-
tising as these affect traditional/nontraditional po1'trayals,
an experimenter must devise comparable male and female st~g~
es of undress or sexual overtones for use in stimulus ~~teri-
als. Examination of authors' descriptions of their stimuli
suggests that achieving comparability is no easy task. Consi~
der. for example. Sciglimpaglia et al's (1979) stimuli: (1)
"Female Partly Nude" versus "Male Partly Nude" in which the
felnale is standing dressed in "sheer" lingerie and the male
is leaping over a fence dressed in "briefs" (p. 65). Is
"sheer"lingerie comparabJ.e to "briefs"? (2) "Female Fully
Nude" versus "Male Fully Nude" in which the female is shown
combing her hair, sitting in front of a bedroom mirror. and
the male is shown standing in water from "slightly helow t:,e
waist"(p. 65). On what criteria are these presentations of
male and female "full" nudity considered comparable?(3)"Male
Female Fully Clothed (Suggestive)" in which both the woman :
and the man are shown in an office setting. he dressed in a
suit standing, she reclining on the floor, one leg up, poin~
ting toward the man, with her dress pulled to midthigh (p. I
65). What aspects of the male model's pose are compardble td
the "suggestiveness" of the female model's pose? I

Another topic for further research springs from the observa~
tion that this project presents a set of subjective di~en- :
sions of female role portrayals (Exhibit II) that, in their:
traditional versions. contains characteristics likely to be I
disparaged by most people. The research could be interpreted
as saying that "traditional" advertising shows women to be !

~elatively dependent, unimportant, submissive, noncompetent~
6ne-dimensional,purposeless, self-concealing and riak-avoid1
.nt. Why are there no dimensions that reflect favorablE cna

j~acteristics traditionally associated with women such as:
compassionate-cruel, forgiving-unforgiving, scft-hard, tole

Irant-intolerant, peaceabJ-e-w~rlike, compromtsing-incalcit-

~ant, gentle-harsh? The reason may lie in the origin of thi
~domain of research which developed in respons~ to social cr .

~ism that advertising disparages women. Rese&rchers may havj

~.~:!-ked only fo:r negative qualities. Or, it ~y !e!~:-.~.~-- J



marketing and consumer behavIor will want ~oexamlne-~ne--'
item pools for relevance to our purposes.We note, for exam~
ple, that our own objective dimensions contain numerous be~,

ihaviors that are relevant to advertising executions and !

:that are not found in the Sex Role Behavior Scale (Orlofskv
1981).Sirnilarly, although the Extended Personal Attributesl
Questionnaire (Spence et al. 1979) contains positive (and I
negative) attributes that did not emerge among our own subi
jective dimensions, it does not appear to reflect the dime~-
sion of purposeless-purposeful, embracing the notion of re

, '

dundancy, that we found relevant to analyzing portrayals o

women in advertising.

Conclusion

The whole range of consumer behaviors represents a sizeab14
portion of a person's lifetime behavior. Ultimately, it wi\l
only be in the context of answers to broadly phrased ques-!
tions such as we pose above that marketers may make infOr-

~med choices in tailoring advertising portrayals of women
and men to the requirements of brand strategy. As scholar
in marketing and consumer behavior address these broader I

I
research issues, we may expect not only to benefit from,

but to contribute to, basic psychology's study of noIlverba~
communication and of differences between males and femalesi

wort4o'f: advert;~s1ng and marketing persons, largely males
~ho, in studying the wants and aspirations of prospects, re:.

igister only those that resonate in a male psyche. Or, it maylltitrace to the irrelevance of marketplace goods and services
.I those desirable human characteristics tradj.tionally as-

"ociated more with women than with men(and to those undesi-
'rable human characteristics traditionallyassociated more
~ith men than with women).Or, given that the desirable cha-
~acteristicR in question may more obviously be seen to bene~
ifit the recipient rather than their possessor, they may have
been viewed as difficult to feature as a reason for brand
~urchase and, accordingly, have tended to appear infrequen-
:tly in advertising.

rew discussions of the formal aspects of studying female
~ole portrayals have appeared in the literature. In addi- ,
~ion to the comments of Roberts and Koggan (1979) mentioned
~bove, Schneider (1978) has discussed the kinds of dimen-
~ions used. In his view, earlier studies had favored "demo-
graphics and physical appearance" as dimensions for analysis
fit the expense of "cognitive and pe!C.sonal characteristics"
i(p.21). To illustrate the viability of a content analysis
~hat addresses "nonphysical, nondemographic" variables, he
~resentE data based on ratings obtained using a 13-item

cale in which each semantic pair "measures a trait or vari-
ble of characters in television commercials which is less

pbv:!.ous than those previously used in content analysis" (p.
~2).Our own reading of the literature is that Schneider's
!::ontribution lies not so much in his emphasis on inferred
~raits as on his inclusion of it~ms that are designed to re-
flect positively valued aspects of the way women are portra-
ed in advertising. The fact that social critics may not take
~uch comfort in some of the positive traits is not of prime
~oncern here. Certainly, Schneider's results, and those of
f;harits and Lammers (1983) using his items,remind us that
What we find is affected by what we permit outselves to find.
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